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Abstract 

Soft robotics are most inspired from animals harnessing soft structures to 

move on ground or even harsh topological surface. Soft materials are the 

primary composition of soft robotics. Although they are not as durable and 

strong as ceramics and metals, soft materials stand out for their reversibility 

of deformation, response to stimuli and bio-compatibility. In this dissertation, 

liquid crystalline elastomer(LCE) combined with patterned flexible 

electronics and liquid metal have been used as soft robotics that simulating 

different kinds of worm-like movement. Besides, the impressive bendability 

of LCE finds itself a lot of potential in nature-camouflage area. 

First of all, the conception of soft robotics was deeply dug out through 

references about smart materials, for example, shape memory alloy(SMA), 

shape memory polymer(SMP), liquid crystalline elastomer(LCE) and etc. In 

this dissertation, LCE, as an advanced smart material, is used to fabricate 

soft robots, simulating inchworm movement. Another key point is the 

designation of actuator, in the research, flexible electronics were integrated 

onto LCE strip, when voltage was applied, the electronics increased 

temperature of specific part on one side of strip. Temperature difference 
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between top and bottom surface induced LCE bending to approach 

anticipated location. Several cycles of inchworm movement were achieved, 

change in actuation sequence induces an inverse movement direction. 

Secondly, an improvement was carried out for crawling robots with 

combination of liquid metal(LM). Different from flexible electronics which are 

actually solid, “liquid electronics” suits more in the term “flexible”. Liquid 

metal was introduced into the research due to elevated requirement of 

bending curvature for its freely and reversibly transition between solid and 

liquid. New attachment approach was carried out using passive PDMS layer 

embedding to solidify contact between liquid metal and LCE. As consequence, 

the soft robotics could grasp a stick and move itself towards bi-direction. 

Repeatability test was conducted for the composite bending, twisting and 

shrinking. 

Last but not the least, the LCE/LM system patterned in different shape could 

easily camouflage itself as black agaric, seaweed and origami pentagram, in 

another word, the potential application in camouflage of this structure was 

developed. In specific parts of passive eco-flex layer, LCE segments were 

embedded and connected by liquid metal channels. For example, to simulate 

black agaric, four or five spots of the system were expected to bend, when 

external input was applied, LM in these areas generate and conduct heat 

around causing bending and maintaining the system at a specific shape, also, 
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black paints were cast onto composite in advance. Repeatability test was 

conducted and reported. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Soft robotics Review 

When it comes to robotics, the very first thought hit into minds is the rigid, 

cold and kind of merciless humanoid machine. In recent decades, silicon 

stands out in electronic field for its semi-conducting property, which could 

freely send and receive “on” and “off” signals, the respond to input stimuli 

contributes to conception of robots. However, soft materials share the same 

mechanism that respond to other stimuli such as voltage [1-3], temperature 

[4-6], magnetic field [7-9] and frequency range of light [10-12]. These 

characteristics make them deform to a desired shape, therefore, controlled 

locomotion, deformation and specific functions are achieved. Those materials 

are called smart materials. 

Varieties of smart materials have been discovered [13-25]. For example, 

shape memory alloy(SMA) [13,14], shape memory polymer(SMP) [15] and 

liquid crystalline elastomer(LCE) [10-11,16-20]. Those materials react due to 

its own properties in a molecular level. Another example such as pneumatic 

[21,22], dielectric [1-2,23-24] and hydraulic [23,25] materials are just 

harnessing its inner actuation and easy-deformable characteristics. Dielectric 
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materials have similar mechanical properties as human skin, and could be 

actuated by electrical voltage. Figure 1-1(a) shows a dielectric elastomer  

Figure 1-1. [2] a) Bilayer of two dielectric elastomer actuators bonded together with 

fibers oriented at 0o and 90o in each layer. When horizontally fiber is actuated, 

bending curvature is vertical (second picture) whereas in third picture when 

vertically fiber is actuated the bending curvature is horizontal. [24] b) 

Demonstrations of walking ability and speed. An active layer inchworm actuator 

actuated at 10Hz (a-c). A four-legged crawling robot actuated at 1.5Hz (d-f). 

 

gripper bending horizontally and vertically [2], the sheet of elastomer 

becomes thinner in response to Maxwell stress between charges when voltage 

is applied. The Maxwell stress is given by 𝜎𝑧 = −𝜀𝐸2 where E is electrical 

field and ε is permittivity of elastomer layer. A bilayer of two dielectric 

actuators bonded together with fibers aligned horizontally and vertically. 
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When side with horizontally fiber is actuated, bending curvature is vertical 

whereas when side with vertically aligned fiber is actuated, the bending 

curvature is horizontal. Cylindrical actuator consisting of an elastomer sleeve 

attached to a series of stiff rings and stiff strip or fiber are attached to the 

elastomer are controlling bending directions. Another dielectric elastomer 

application [24] shows in Figure 1-1(b), a crawling or walking robots with 

bended needles as feet are achieving movement. Four-legged robots and 

simpler inchworms are fabricated, crawling speed is directly proportional to 

driving frequency of voltage “on” and “off”, as frequency increased, slipping 

occurs and speed reaches a plateau while at high frequency the robot could 

not deform quickly for its movement. Apart from inner actuation materials 

harnessing electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic triggers, this dissertation 

focuses more on molecular-deformable materials, especially LCE. LCE 

consists of properties of elastomers and liquid crystals, they support the 

materials with rubber elasticity and ability of self-organization. Such 

properties allow them able to deform reversibly when external stimuli are 

applied and removed. The preparation of LCE will be discussed later. As 

shown in Figure 1-2, while at room temperature, liquid crystal polymer 

chains are anisotropic, when heated above transition temperature, it turns to 

the isotropic phase, consequently, the sample as a whole will change its 

shape [26]. Therefore, the deformation could be achieved by both temperature 
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variation and isothermal shift of phase transition temperatures.

 

Figure 1-2. [26] (a) Anisotropy of LC phase as expressed in order parameter S, 

leads to an anisotropic conformation of polymer backbone. The magnitude of chain 

anisotropy is generally assumed to have the same temperature dependence. It 

decreases with increasing temperature and jumps to zero at clearing 

temperature(TLC-i1). By photoisomerization of dyes it is possible to shift 

temperature(TLC-i2). (b) Change of the order at clearing temperature. At isotropic 

phase the polymer chains adopt a random coil conformation, leading to a 

macroscopic deformation of the sample. 

 

Couples of LCE applications are covered [10-11,16-20], Hao Z. [10] fabricated 

light-fueled microscopic walkers. The light sensitive element (azo-dye) is 

designed to be activated by green light (495-570nm in wavelength). In the 

experiment, the walker is actuated by chopped 532nm laser excitation, the 

composition and movement are shown in Figure 1-3 (a), the mechanical 

response to light is fully reversible and consists in a contraction of around 

20% along director. The response time is also recorded around 10ms at 100Hz 

of laser excitation. Another intriguing application is in energy harvesting 

field, Chensha Li [11] made an artificial heliotropic devices that could follow 

the sun for increased light interception. The device is using reversible photo-
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thermomechanical LCE nanocomposite that directly actuated by the natural 

sunlight. Consequently, solar cells in the devices produce significant 

photocurrent output comparing to normal solar cells. The schematic is shown 

in Figure 1-3 (b), solar cells are installed on a platform connected with 

actuators and elastically supported. At any time, actuators facing incoming 

sunlight would be in contracted state while others in relax state. As a result, 

the platform driven by contracted sunlight would incline itself to incoming 

sunlight direction, hence the increased shined area and photocurrent output. 

Figure 1-3. [10] (a) LCE monomer composition used in experiment (up) and 

60*30*10 μm3 LCE actuator contracted 20% along the long axis while heated 

above 100oC by laser beam (down). [11] (b) Schematic of artificial 

heliotropism (up) and its response to incident natural light (down). 
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1.2 Soft Robotics Simulation 

Most of soft robotics ideas were borrowed from nature, animals and plants 

take advantage of soft structures to do complicated movement. The most 

typical one is muscular structure in animals (e.g. elephant trunk and starfish 

feet) that composed of soft muscle tissues and could exhibit movement easily. 

Apart from simulation of soft robotics shape and function, another 

considerable issue is the control system that allow robots interact with 

environment. Two simulations are mainly discussed. 

 

1.2.1 Inchworm Locomotion 

Simulation of inchworm locomotion has been conducted through recent 

decades [27-30]. The inchworm consists of front end, rear end and middle 

part. Each part or end are composed of several segments to cause bend. 

Several legs are under ends part as anchors. When movement starts, front 

legs anchor onto ground surface followed by middle part buckling up, then 

anchors the rear legs while release front anchor and relieve middle part 

buckle stress. The steps are shown in Figure 1-4 (a). H.Guo [29] designed 

pneumatic actuated inchworm with silicon tube and chamber. To prevent soft 

actuators inflating into various directions that deform like a balloon, the 

pneumatic actuator was laid with the strain limiting layers, hence, the 

silicon tube can exhibit desired deformation. In the meantime, actuator was 
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wrapped with inextensible fibers in case of expanding radially. Equipped 

with legs, the robot shows great performance in simulating inchworm as 

shown in Figure 1-4 (b). The air cavity in the body section was designed to 

exhibit the omega deformation, anchor-motion mechanism was achieved by 

feet in front and back sections. The figure also shows the robot in original 

state (Fig1-4 (b)-(1)), actuated state (Fig1-4 (b)-(2), (3)), and reset to original 

state (Fig1-4 (b)-(4)). The response time of inflating and deflating for the soft 

robot were 0.5 seconds and 1.5 seconds, at this period, the robot shows the 

average velocity of 240cm/min. Even the feet may slide backward during 

motion process, total efficiency won’t be affected. 

Figure 1-4. [27] (a) Locomotion of an inchworm for one stride [29] (b) Structure 

comparison between the robot structure and an inchworm (left). Locomotive 

procedure for a period of motion of the robot. [29] (c) Motion sequence for the 

inchworm-type robot. 

 

1.2.2 Camouflage System 

Camouflage has always been one of the most intriguing field in research, 

animals and even some plants blend themselves into surroundings so that 
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predators could be deceived by undistinguishable features or be warned of 

weird or dizzy costumes. Basically, camouflage could be sorted as change in 

colors, shapes, patterns, and others (odor, noise, motions), etc. The most 

straightforward example is chameleon, which is known for its color changing 

to vanish itself into environment. Apart from chameleon, amounts of animals 

have obtained protective coloration through generations of evolution. Figure 

1-5 shows (a) orchid mantis, (b) mossy frog, (c) rattlesnake and (d) chameleon 

blends into the surroundings by their disguise through shapes, colors, and 

patterns. 

Besides, in the human society, this trick is widely employed in military for 

hiding soldiers from enemies’ sights. Figure 1-5 (e) shows a soldier is 

disguising himself with bush-like paints. 

 

Figure 1-5. (a) Orchid mantis shares the similar structure with orchid petals; (b) 

Vietnamese Mossy Frog blends into moss-covered ground; (c) Rattlesnake shows 

similar color with ground; (d) Chameleon could sense surrounding colors and suit 

itself with it; (e) Soldier disguising himself with green camouflage. pinterest.com, 

google.com 
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Apart from employment in nature and military, the use of camouflage has 

also been developed in soft robotics field. With the functional enhancement in 

soft robotics, scientists started to take advantage of natural tricks into soft 

systems [31], including dynamic change in coloration, luminescence, pattern 

and shape, potentially improved its adaptability in nature or some harsh 

environments. Nature offers many approaches to get structural colorations,  

based on which, scientists are inspired to employ biomimetic photonic 

materials with tunable coloration [32]. Figure 1-6 shows examples of 

accomplished soft robotics that can camouflage or tune colorations [31, 33-

35]. Figure 1-6 (a) shows a pneumatic-controlling robot fabricated by 

Stephen’s group [31] walking to rock bed and red leaves, then conceal itself 

into surroundings by embedded pigment channels. Different patterns of 

Figure 1-6. (a) Robot walking on a rock bed and red leaves then camouflaged by 
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pumping pigment dispersions through microfluidic channels (top), Uncamouflaged 

and camouflaged robot in a man-made environment; (b) Tunable colors in hydrogel 

with microdomains of bilayers periodically stacked in polymer; (c) Tunable 

structural color by DE actuators and polymer opals; (d) Electrically triggered surface 

wrinkling of elastomeric coatings changes appearance of coating from transparent to 

translucent. 

 

channels could be designed to suit the robot for different environments. 

Figure 1-6 (b) shows a rubberlike elastomeric hydrogel with microdomains of 

bilayers periodically stacked in polymer networks [33]. The hydrogel is able 

to change color over the entire visible spectrum. Figure 1-6 (c) shows an 

example of voltage-tunable structural colors change that achieved by 

combination of polymer opals and dielectric elastomers [34], the color is 

controlled by voltage. Figure 1-6 (d) depicts surface wrinkling phenomenon of 

elastomeric coatings [35]. In the flat state (left), the polymer is transparent, 

while by applying voltage across elastomeric coatings, the elastomer becomes 

translucent in a wrinkled state (right). 

 

1.3 Liquid Metal as Stimulator in Soft Robotics 

 

In the research, liquid metal is introduced into the soft systems for its 

flexibility, robustness and great thermal conductivity. Liquid metal is such 

kind of alloy with low melting temperature and in liquid phase around room 

temperature. Compared to non-metallic liquids, liquid metal has a higher 

thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity, while compared to solid 
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metals, liquid metal shows its great flexibility, robustness and more freely 

reversible transformation from solid state to liquid state. Besides, liquid 

metal is also an economical metal that could be totally affordable in research. 

Table 1-1. Properties of Gallium, Mercury and Rubidium 

 

Here we list three most commonly used liquid metals which are Gallium, 

Mercury and Rubidium as shown in Table 1-1. The melting point of three 

metals vary from -38.83oC to 38.890C, thermal conductivity and electrical 

conductivity are significantly higher than non-metallic liquids. Gallium and 

Name Gallium Mercury Rubidium 

Atomic 

number 

31 80 37 

Atomic 

Weight 

69.723 200.59 85.468 

Melting 

Point(°C) 

29.76 -38.83 38.89 

Thermal 

Conduct 

40.6 

W/(m·K) 

8.3 W/(m·K) 58.2 W/(m·K) 

Electrical 

Resistivity 

270 nΩ·m 

(at 20 °C) 

961 nΩ·m 

(at 25 °C) 

128 nΩ·m 

(at 20 °C) 

Price($/kg) ~400 ~900 ~6000 
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Mercury are the cheapest materials. Also, with consideration of toxicity, 

Mercury will not be the option for mercury vapor is toxic. To conclude, 

according to their properties, price and toxicity, Gallium is the optimal choice 

to use as a flexible stimulator. The gallium has a relative high thermal 

conductivity about 40.6 W/(m·K), low electrical resistivity of 270 nΩ·m at 

200C and about 400 dollars per kg for price. 

Liquid metal shows great flexibility that could withstand mechanic bending 

and stretching under use of voltage [36], applications of liquid metal has been 

developed in artificial skin [37,38], stretchable conductors [39-42], inherently 

aligned microfluidic electrodes [43], compliant MEMS components [44,45], 

microfluidic heat sinks [46] and antennas [47-55], as shown in Figure 1-7. 

Figure 1-7 (a) shows an ultra-stretchable wire made by injecting liquid metal 

Figure 1-7. [41] a) Ultra-stretchable wire with LM inside hollow elastomeric fiber.  

[56] b) LM stretchable RF identity tag. [42] c) Nitrile glove functionalized by inkjet-

printed LM particles. [39] d) LED integrated into polymer with LM interconnects. 

[50] e) LM RF strain sensor. [44] f) On-chip microvalve used in gas channel. 
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into a hollow elastomeric fiber is stretched to 10 times of its original length. 

Figure 1-7 (b) demonstrates a stretchable/conformable RF identity tag that 

could attach to human skin. Figure 1-7 (c) illustrates liquid metal inkjet-

printed onto a nitrile glove holding a tennis ball showing the stretchability of 

electronics. Figure 1-7 (d) shows an example that liquid metal combined with 

LED could be integrated into polymer and undergo bending and twisting. 

Figure 1-7 (e) depicts a bi-axial RF strain sensor. Besides from its potential 

in stretchable circuitry, liquid metal could also be employed in other fields. 

Figure 1-7 (f) delivers the idea of on-chip microvalve composed of fixed 

electrode and liquid metal electrode, when voltage potential is applied, liquid 

metal is driven by electrostatic pressure to collapse PDMS and close the 

valve (bottom).  
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Chapter 2 Inchworm Locomotion Simulation 

achieved by Liquid Crystalline Elastomers (LCEs) 

and Flexible Electronics (FEs) 

2.1 Introduction 

Soft robots have been developed significantly over recent decades, soft 

materials that could respond to external stimuli become more compliant than 

traditional cold, metal-clad, and humanoid machines. Especially with 

inspiration granted by nature, scientists fabricated numerous bio-inspired 

robots that employed in specific jobs. A few researches have been conducted 

to simulate inchworm for its special movement methods. Koh et al [57] 

fabricated such inchworm called Omegabot made of SMA springs and smart 

composite microstructures. Lee et al [58] designed a motor-actuated 

inchworm robot with bidirectional claws. Ueno et al [59] used 

electroconjugate fluid to produce body deformation and suction achieving 

two-way movement. Wang et al [27] made bilayer bending moving robot 

composed of SMA and Silicone. 

In this study, a new designation of inchworm movement simulation has been 

brought out by composing LCE strip and patterned flexible electronics (FEs). 

The LCE strip was used to actuate the bending, FEs taped on top or bottom 

surface of LCE were connected to outer battery and generated heat to 
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stimulate specific bending part of actuator, when the FEs stimulated, 

temperature difference between top and bottom surface led to two different 

magnitude of shrinking which induced the bending. Different LCE samples 

were programmed in different thickness, the optimal thickness to reach 

maximum bending magnitude and shortest respond time were demonstrated. 

The bending performance varies from sample thickness and external current. 

For 1.1mm thickness sample under 2A input, a relative small bending angle 

was observed and took about 80 seconds to reach such a bending amplitude. 

When current input increased, the bending angle went up steadily with 

respond time decreasing significantly. For 1.3mm thickness sample, it took 

longer time when 2.25A was applied since more time was needed to reach a 

relative larger bending angle. Same phenomenon was observed for 1.8mm 

thickness sample. 

2.2 Experimental Section 

2.2.1 Preparation of Inchworm Robot 

The inchworm sample composed of LCE strip and patterned flexible 

electronics, the LCE was prepared using a two-stage thiol-acrylate Michael 

addition-photopolymerization (TAMAP) reaction.4-bis-[4-(3-

acryloyloxypropypropyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (RM257), 

pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP), 2,2-(ethylenedioxy) 

diethanethiol (EDDET), (2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (HHMP) 
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and dipropylamine (DPA) which were used as received purchasing from 

Sigma Aldrich expect RM257 bought from Wilshire Technologies. 4g of 

RM257, 0.217g of PETMP, 0.9157g of EDDET and 0.0257g of HHMP were 

dissolved into 1.6g of toluene solution. 0.568g of DPA (diluted with toluene at 

a ratio of 1:50) was added into solution for the first polymerization then cured 

at 80OC for 12h. The cured polymer was then aligned by stretching and 

exposed to UV light for at least 15mins as the second polymerization. 

The flexible electronics used as heaters were made from aluminum foil with 

thickness of 100μm from Reynolds Wrap. The original aluminum foil 

protected by water-soluble tape (Aquasol Corporation) was first cut by 

mechanical cutter (Silhouette CAMEO) with designed patterns, and then 

transformed onto LCE samples with black tape (Nisshin EM. CO., LTD), 

three specific parts of LCE sample were taped with the heaters 

aforementioned. The heaters were connected to an outer battery that supply 

current to generate heat stimulating specific bending part. What’s more, two 

sandpaper pieces were taped beneath head and tail part of LCE strip, they 

were used as friction-increasing feet to anchor onto ground surface. The 

process is demonstrated in Figure 2-1 (A). 

For another sample of inchworm system, we designed and integrated two 3-d 

printed legs onto both head and tail part of LCE strip, and only one heater 
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taped beneath middle part. The feet were designed to move the robot in only 

one direction. 

2.2.2 Robot Movement Simulation 

To simulate inchworm locomotion, the process of its movement was first 

studied, the movement is achieved by synergetic work done by its front legs,  

rear legs and middle actuating part. When it moves, the rear legs are the 

Figure 2-1. A) Demonstration of sandpaper-inchworm system, three designed 

heaters connected with outer battery were taped onto LCE strip surface, two 

sandpaper pieces were taped under head and bottom part as friction-increasing feet. 

B) Illustration of inchworm system movement. At 0 seconds, the robot was at rest 

state (Fig2-1(B)-(a)), then with stimulation of tail heater, tail part bended up ((B)-

(b)) with less friction of rear feet. Middle heater was next to stimulate, causing body 
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part arching ((B)-(c)), with relaxing of body part, rear foot attached to sandpaper 

again to obtain friction ((B)-(d)) while front foot detaching from ground ((B)-(e)). At 

last, the arching was eliminated with each end reset to original shape, while a little 

strain residue was observed for front end ((B)-(f)). 

 

first to move towards head part until most of the body show arching, during  

which process, the front legs remain stationary. Then the rear legs become  

anchored followed by middle body part relaxing while front legs detach from  

ground. After all the parts reset to original shape, one step is completed. 

For our first inchworm system which equipped with sandpaper feet, the 

Figure 2-2. A) 3D-printed leg with two feet in a specific angle that move the robot 

in only one way. B) Designed serpentine structure heater connected to an outer 

battery. C) three cycles of inchworm system movement were depicted. At 0s ((C)-(a)), 

the robot was at rest state, (b)-(c) shows the first cycle of stimulation and relaxation 

which took about 10 seconds, while the second and third cycle took about 8 seconds. 

After three cycles, three centimeters of displacement was achieved. 
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whole system was placed onto a sandpaper, so in one stride of locomotion, tail 

heater was the first to stimulate, causing tail part bends up and less friction 

on rear foot, and followed by middle heater stimulating to arch the whole 

body, the tail heater was disconnected, the rear foot attached to the 

sandpaper again while head part detached causing low friction of front foot, 

after relaxing of body part and re-attaching of front foot, one stride was 

completed, as shown in Figure 2-1 (B).  

Apart from the sandpaper feet robot, another 3-d printed legs-equipped robot 

was designed and fabricated as shown in Figure 2-2. The feet (Figure 2-2 (A)) 

were designed specifically that it could move the robot in only one way by 

alternatively self-anchoring and detaching. Besides, only one heater (Figure 

2-2(B)) is enough for the stimulation. Several cycles were achieved by this 

system as shown in Figure 2-2 (C). 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

For programmed LCE samples, the bending performance was test for 

different thickness under varied current input. The samples were fabricated 

in 1.1mm, 1.3mm and 1.8mm thickness, current input varies from 2A to 

2.75A. For testing, a heater was attached on middle part while one half of 

sample was fixed with tape horizontally. Therefore, when heater works, the 

other half of LCE sample bends, and the bending performance in different 
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conditions were recorded dynamically and statistically. The dynamic 

deformations of three samples were shown in Figure 2-3, also the 

performance comparison under 2.75A.  

Figure 2-3 (A)-(C) shows 1.1mm, 1.3mm and 1.7mm samples dynamic 

bending angle under varied current, we could tell that with increasing of 

current input, the sample shows an enhanced performance for its bending, 

i.e., the bending angle goes up significantly while the time to reach the max 

bending angle (respond time) decreases on average. Figure2-3 (D) integrated 

three samples performance under 2.75A input, it took longer for 1.8mm 

sample to reach its max bending amplitude and less time needed for 1.3mm 

and 1.1mm samples to respond. Besides, Figure 2-3 (E) and (F) quantified the 

max bending angle and respond time separately, from the figures, we could 

see that for 1.1mm sample, it took about 15 seconds to reach at 140o of 

bending angle, 17 seconds to reach at 125o for 1.3mm, 65 seconds to reach 

110o for 1.8mm. In another word, a thinner sample shows better bending 

performance.  

The max bending angle and respond time to it were straightforwardly 

quantified under varied current input for different thickness of LCE samples 

as shown in Figure 2-4. At 2A input, it took about 80 seconds for 1.1mm 
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Figure 2-3. Bending performance for each sample (A) 1.1mm sample dynamic 

bending angle under varied current input, from bottom curve to top: 2A; 2.25A; 2.5A 

and 2.75A, the same circumstances as (B) and (C). (B) 1.3mm sample. (C) 1.8mm 

sample. (D) Dynamic deformation of three samples under 2.75 A current input. (E) 

Max bending angle for each sample, from left to right: 1.1mm, 1.3mm and 1.8mm. 

(F) Time needed to reach at max bending angle, from left to right: 1.1mm, 1.3mm 

and 1.8mm. 
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Figure 2-4. Respond time (top) and max bending angle (bottom) for each sample 

under varied current input, for each figure, the current is 2A, 2.25A, 2.5A and 2.75A 

from left to right. For example, it takes 80 seconds for 1.1mm thickness LCE sample 

to reach at 100 bending degree when 2A is applied 

 

thickness to reach 100o of max bending angle, when current input increases, 

the respond time are shortened magnificently and bending angle increases 

steadily (left), while for 1.3mm sample, it took a little longer when 2.25A 

input is applied than 2A input because more time is needed to reach a larger 

bending angle (middle). While with increasing of input, the respond time 

Apart from the basis demonstration of LCE strip bending performance, the 

movement performance of LCE inchworm systems were also observed (Figure 

2-1 (B) and Figure 2-2 (C)) and dynamic movement were recorded as Figure 
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decreases but still with improved bending angel. The same phenomena are 

displayed for 1.8mm sample (right). 

Figure 2-5. Displacement of two inchworm systems (A) Rear leg locomotion of 

sandpaper robot in one cycle. At the first phase, the tail part bends up without 

significant movement, then tail part move forwards rapidly with body part 

shrinking and remains stationary when it attaches to sandpaper again. 1cm of 

displacement was achieved in one cycle. A slight slippery backwards happens when 

the body is eliminating arching while it doesn’t affect the whole stride. (B) Front foot 

displacement of 3-d-printed-leg robot in three cycles, brown curve is front foot 

displacement and blue curve is middle part bending radius. A pre-heat period is 

observed at the beginning of actuation. During several cycles of contraction and 

relaxation, 3cm of displacement was made. Slight slippery was also observed that 

doesn’t influence the locomotion. 

 

2-5 showing. Figure 2-5 (A) shows displacement of rear feet of sandpaper 

robot, Figure 2-5 (B) shows displacement of front leg of 3d-printed leg-robot 

(brown curve) and middle part bending radius (blue curve). Both figures show 

a slight slippery when the arching body is eliminating arching, however, the 

slippery affect so little to the whole stride. Both inchworm system could 

achieve a displacement of 1cm per cycle. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a basic demonstration of LCE/FE system has been 

illustrated, based on its dynamic bending angle, we could see clearly that 

current input and sample thickness are possible to affect its performance in 

both max bending amplitude and respond time to reach. As shown in Figure 

2-4, we could come to conclusion that the maximum bending curvature is 

proportional to current input, while responding time relies not only on max 

bending angle that robot could reach but also the LCE sample thickness. 

Thickened robot impedes its movement. So, for the samples thickness, the 

thinner the better, while for current input, the larger the better. However, 

the exact thickness is designed to satisfy its function, such as holding and 

carrying stuffs which requires enough thickness to actuate. Also, a larger 

current input will be preferable than 2.75A to achieve better performance but 

it takes more time to cool down and hard to remain the robot at a specific 

shape.  

Besides, the comparison of two types of robot has been brought up as shown 

in Table 2-1.  

For the sandpaper feet-equipped robot (left), it is a more complicated system 

integrated with three heaters, two sandpaper feet, three switches are 
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controlling in specific sequence. However, the 3d-printed leg-equipped one 

shows its simplicity in fabrication and actuation process with only one 

 

Table 2-1. Comparison between sandpaper feet-system and 3d-printed leg-system 

 

heater, two 3d-printed legs and one switch controlling bending and relaxing. 

As for the moving characteristics, the former one could achieve two ways 

moving that towards front and back but at a relative low velocity of 

0.5mm/sec, whereas the latter one could only move forward but with a faster 

speed. At last, the left one needs sandpaper ground to provide its friction 

while the right one obtains enough friction on the feet to move its body. 
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Chapter 3 Improved Soft Robotics combining with 

Liquid Metal (LM) 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we present a novel method to actuate the robot with a more 

flexible and robust material which is liquid metal. Based on the study of 

liquid metal (Table 1-1), we combined LCE and LM together, and such 

LCE/LM system shows amazing robustness, consistency and repeatability in 

bending and shrinking performance. Besides, LCE strip was tried to be 

programmed in a deviated direction, in this case, the robot shows the ability 

to twist when external stimulus was applied. 

Two methods combining liquid metal have been developed, for both 

fabricated system, the dynamic deformation performances were recorded. 

The same as what we discussed in Chapter 1, the system’s performance 

shows an enhancement when current input increases. 

Based on this system, several bio-simulation of walking robot were designed 

and fabricated, accessories (needle tips, etc.) were integrated into the robot to 

provide mobility. Caterpillar climbing was also simulated by designed robot 

composed of three actuating parts. 

 

3.2 Preparation of LCE/LM system 
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In this section, LCE segments and patterned liquid metal were integrated.  

The LCE was prepared using a two-stage thiol-acrylate Michael addition-

photopolymerization (TAMAP) reaction.4-bis-[4-(3-

acryloyloxypropypropyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (RM257), 

pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP), 2,2-(ethylenedioxy) 

diethanethiol (EDDET), (2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (HHMP) 

and dipropylamine (DPA) which were used as received purchasing from 

Sigma Aldrich expect RM257 bought from Wilshire Technologies. 4g of 

RM257, 0.217g of PETMP, 0.9157g of EDDET and 0.0257g of HHMP were 

dissolved into 1.6g of toluene solution. 0.568g of DPA (diluted with toluene at 

a ratio of 1:50) was added into solution for the first polymerization then cured 

at 80OC for 12h. The cured polymer was then aligned by stretching and 

exposed to UV light for at least 15mins as the second polymerization. 

The liquid metal (99.99% purity of Gallium) bought from Phitoon was used as 

the stimulator. First, in the preparation of liquid metal channel mask, a layer 

of paper sheet and another layer of double-side tape was integrated together, 

then the composite was cut by laser cutter where the designed pattern was 

input before, after cutting out the channel part, the edge was cleaned in 

Acetone. Second, the fabricated mask was then taped onto VHB tape layer 

(3M VHBTM) which was already fixed onto an acrylate plate, followed by 

Gallium (in liquid phase) casting onto the mask and flowing into the channel. 
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A glass slice was then pressed upon the channel to fix the final shape of 

liquid metal. Third, the whole system was then cooled down under room 

temperature, the glass slice could be then easily peeled off, so did the channel 

mask. Varieties of mask could be designed to achieve various functions. After 

the liquid metal was patterned and cooled down to solid phase, a piece of 

LCE segment was taped onto the liquid metal by VHB tape. 

An optional method is to cast PDMS layer onto the LCE/LM system used as 

passive and encapsulate layer. PDMS was prepared by homogenously 

mixing silicone elastomer and curing agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Coming) in a 

weight proportion of 5:1. The thorough mixture was then degassed in a 

vacuum desiccator for 40mins to remove all trapped air bubbles. After 

degassing, the liquid mixture was cast onto LCE/LM system until curing. 

 

3.3 LCE/LM System Deformation Performance 

Several patterns of LCE/LM system have been fabricated. To present a basic 

demonstration of its deformation performance, a simple robot composed of 

two LCE/LM systems were integrated together with a layer of VHB tape. The 

performances were recorded as Figure 3-1 showing.  

In the Figure 3-1(A), it depicts the cross section of this composite which 

combines of two LCE/LM bonded by a layer of VHB tape. For the LCE 

segment, the program direction determines monomer chain’s alignment, as 
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well as sample’s bending direction when external stimulus is applied. Two 

program directions have been proposed, one is right along center line of 

sample, while another one is along the diagonal. In this case, linear 

shrinking of about 45% maximum linear strain, two-way bending would be 

observed for former alignment, while twisting would be observed for latter 

one. 

Figure 3-1. Configuration of LCE/LM system and its performance. (A) A basic 

demonstration of robot composed of two LCE/LM system, and their difference in 

program direction inducing different bending orientation. (B) Center line-

programmed robot in original shape (left one); Bending left (left two); Linear 

shrinking of 45% strain (right two); Bending right (right one) (C) Diagonal-

programmed robot in original shape (left); Twisting phase (right) 
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For the former robot which is center line-programmed, the performance is 

controlled by actuating corresponding system. When left system is 

stimulated, the whole robot bends towards left due to shortened length of left 

side; The same phenomenon could be observed for the right side; When both 

system is stimulated, the robot would perform a linear shrinking because of 

shortened length in both systems. For the latter one which is diagonal-

programmed, the robot shows a twisting performance when both systems are 

stimulated. All of the deformation is reversible when the current is off.  

Figure 3-2. Dynamic bending radius (left top); shrinking strain (middle top) and 

twisting angle (right top). 100 cycles of bending (left bottom); shrinking strain 

(middle bottom) and twisting angle (right bottom) 

 

Besides, to quantify the performance of this system, we also observed the 

phenomena and recorded the dynamic bending radius, strain and twisting 
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angle under different current input as shown in Figure 3-2. Varied of current 

input from 3A to 5A were applied to the robot. We can tell from the figures 

that with increasing of current input, the system bending amplitude, linear 

strain and twisting angle increase significantly then reach a plateau and 

stabilize. The comprehensive performance was enhanced with increment of 

current input and 5A is the optimal condition for its least bending radius of 

10mm, largest shrinking strain of 45% and largest twisting angle of 80o. Also, 

repeatability test was conducted, the test was performed at 5A input and 

several seconds of interval to cool down the system. Over 100 cycles of 

bending, shrinking and twisting, the LCE/LM system shows its robustness 

and consistency of the performance. The bending radius maintains around 

10mm, strain of 30% and twisting of 70o. 

 

3.4 Fabrication of Enhanced Robot 

To obtain an improvement of walking robot based on those integrated with 

solid flexible electronics, some novel designation of robot was brought out and 

fabricated. For these robots, the movement is not as simple as showing in 

basic demonstration which unique LCE segment is enough to achieve all the 

functions, the synergy of multiple LCE segments is required to accomplish a 

complex movement. However, the actuators could not be bonded well in one 

plane due to its terrible adhesion, hence, PDMS as a passive material is used 
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here to connect the segments together as an enhancement. Based on this 

consideration, we designed the composite as shown in Figure 3-3. The 

fabrication process is displayed in Figure 3-3 (A), first, the liquid metal is 

cast onto channel mask and solidify on the VHB layer surface, then, PDMS is 

cast on the liquid metal until curing in room temperature in case of damage 

on interface. At last, the sample is flipped over and taped with LCE segment. 

By casting second layer of PDMS, all the segments could be connected. The 

VHB tape between liquid metal and LCE shows great adhesion, also, PDMS 

works as passive and encapsulating layer could be bonded well.  

Figure 3-3. (A) Illustration of fabrication process, liquid metal is sandwiched by 

PDMS layer and LCE layer. (B) Needle tip equipped robot (top); Two types of 

caterpillar-simulated robot with different size of grasping feet. 

 

Based on this LCE/LM system, soft robots in different shapes to achieve 

different functions have been fabricated. As shown in Figure 3-3 (B), for the 

top one, needle tip is integrated underneath the robot by a certain angle so it 
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could move forward only by bending and relaxing its body. The second and 

third robots are designed to simulate caterpillar which will grasp a stick then 

move. Three LCE segments are connected by passive PDMS layer, two 

actuators as grasping feet were designed on the head and tail parts, the other 

one as body part to bend. By arching and relaxing the body, these two robots 

could achieve moving forward and backward. 

Figure 3-4. (A) Dynamic bending radius for the robot under varied current input. 

The bending radius continues go down with accumulation of generated heat. (B) 

Respond time of robot. (C) Visualization of robot’s ultimate states under each 

current input. Under 5A input, the robot reaches and maintains at maximum 

bending curvature in the shortest respond time. 

 

The basic bending test of robot shown in Figure 3-3 (B) top was conducted. 

And the results are displayed in Figure 3-4. Figure 3-4 (A) records the 

dynamic bending radius under varied current input. Figure 3-4 (B) illustrates 
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the respond time. Figure 3-4 (C) visualizes the ultimate state for the robot 

under each current input. When 5A is applied, the largest deformation 

amplitude could be observed among all the circumstances, 5mm of bending 

radius is achieved under this condition and takes only 30 seconds to reach 

the maximum bending amplitude. 

 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, LCE/LM system is proposed for the improved performance in 

flexibility and consistency. In the demonstration of basic function part, the 

test upon bending, shrinking and twisting have been conducted, and results 

show their great deformation amplitude. The center line-programmed robot 

could reach at 10mm of bending radius and 45% of shrinking strain while the 

diagonal-programmed robot could achieve 80 degrees of twisting. 

Besides, the repeatability test concludes that such LCE/LM system shows 

great consistency and robustness over 100 cycles, i.e., the fatigue life is 

elongated with introduction of liquid metal. 

Based on this system, several prototypes of walking robots have been 

designed and fabricated, later test and improvement will be brought out for 

them. 
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Chapter 4. Reversibly Deformable Robotics blend 

into Surroundings 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, camouflage phenomena in nature is studied. As one of the 

most intriguing research field, camouflage is the method for animal 

concealment that blend themselves into surroundings to avoid detection of 

predators and prey for surviving. Chameleon is the most straightforward 

example that they could easily vanish in bush by autonomously controlling 

surface color. Scientists have explored a lot in this field [31, 33-35]. 

The camouflage could be sorted as change in surface coloration, patterns, 

morphological skin and others (odor, noise, motion, etc.), in addition to the 

combination of changes above. 

In this study, based on LCE/LM system, three primary deformable robotics 

are fabricated and showing great potential to hide themselves in 

environments. Three robotics simulate origami pentagon, sea plants and 

black agaric separately and the deformation is reversible when current is not 

applied. Besides, the introduction of tunable pigment provides the possibility 

to change surface color. At last, walking robot could be combined with 

camouflage system to grant the mobility to it. 
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4.2 Experimental Section 

4.2.1 Preparation of Camouflage Robot 

In this section, LCE segments and patterned liquid metal were integrated.  

The LCE was prepared using a two-stage thiol-acrylate Michael addition-

photopolymerization (TAMAP) reaction.4-bis-[4-(3-

acryloyloxypropypropyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (RM257), 

pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP), 2,2-(ethylenedioxy) 

diethanethiol (EDDET), (2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (HHMP) 

and dipropylamine (DPA) which were used as received purchasing from 

Sigma Aldrich expect RM257 bought from Wilshire Technologies. 4g of 

RM257, 0.217g of PETMP, 0.9157g of EDDET and 0.0257g of HHMP were 

dissolved into 1.6g of toluene solution. 0.568g of DPA (diluted with toluene at 

a ratio of 1:50) was added into solution for the first polymerization then cured 

at 80OC for 12h. The cured polymer was then aligned by stretching and 

exposed to UV light for at least 15mins as the second polymerization. 

The liquid metal (99.99% purity of Gallium) bought from Phitoon was used as 

the stimulator. First, in the preparation of liquid metal channel mask, a layer 

of paper sheet and another layer of double-side tape was integrated together, 

then the composite was cut by laser cutter where the designed pattern was 

input before, after cutting out the channel part, the edge was cleaned in 
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Acetone. Second, the fabricated mask was then taped onto VHB tape layer 

(3M VHBTM) which was already fixed onto an acrylate plate, followed by 

Gallium (in liquid phase) casting onto the mask and flowing into the channel. 

A glass slice was then pressed upon the channel to fix the final shape of 

liquid metal. Third, the whole system was then cooled down under room 

temperature, the glass slice could be then easily peeled off, so did the channel 

mask. Varieties of masks could be designed to simulate various stuffs. 

In this study, Eco-flex is used as the passive layer instead of PDMS for its 

quick curing and lower modulus. Eco-flex was prepared by homogenously 

mixing portions of 1A and 1B (Smooth-on, Inc, Eco-flexTM) in a weight 

proportion of 1:1. The thorough mixture was then degassed in a vacuum 

desiccator for 5mins to remove all trapped air bubbles. After degassing, the 

liquid mixture was cast onto liquid metal channel until curing. 

On the back side of this system, LCE segments are taped onto the VHB layer, 

frictional powder is sprinkled on other exposed area to prevent VHB adhesion 

on ground. 

4.2.2 Camouflage Phenomena Simulation 

Three primary robots have been designed and fabricated as shown in Figure 

4-1. Figure 4-1 (A) illustrates several patterns of soft robot, in the dashed line 

circles, LCE segments are embedded into Eco-flex, and connected by 

patterned liquid metal channel. The liquid metal is used to generate heat and 
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stimulate LCE segments which actuate deformation. Different shapes of 

robots have been fabricated to achieve specific functions. Figure 4-1 (B) and 

Figure 4-1 (C) depicts the rest and actuation states of the camouflage 

Figure 4-1. (A) Patterns of designed robot, solid circle indicates the area of passive 

Eco-flex, and dashed circle for LCE segments. (B) Visualization of robots in rest 
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state. (C) Visualization of robots in actuation state. (D) FEA analysis for each robot 

system, displacements in U3 direction are displayed. 

 

robot. Figure 4-1 (D) shows the FEA analysis showing approximate 

displacement in U3 direction indicating the deformation amplitude. The first  

robot could achieve 3.7mm displacement in vertical direction, while 5mm for 

the second one and 3.3mm for the third one. 

Figure 4-2. Deformation of camouflage robots (A) Five LCE segments-integrated 

robots in rest state. (B) Actuation state of the robot simulating an origami pentagon. 

(C) Three LCE segments-robot in rest state. (D) The actuated robot simulating a 

seaweed by change in both color and shape.  

 

For the next step, two of the designed soft robots are placed in two man-made 

environments respectively. Figure 4-2 shows the rest state and ultimate state 

of these two robots. In Figure 4-2 (A), the robot is painted with similar color 

as surrounded origami pentagons. When it is actuated, the camouflage robot 
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changes its shape to simulate the surroundings (Figure 4-2 (B)). In Figure 4-2 

(C), the robot colored with tunable pigment that controlled by temperature is 

placed around with seaweed. When it is actuated, the robot changes not only 

the shape from flat to wrinkled but also the color from black to green (Figure 

4-2 (D)). Figures here display the significant diversity between normal and 

actuation states. The insets of figures depict their original colors without 

painting, and liquid metal channels are visible. These two examples show 

their great potential to disguise themselves by actuating with current based 

on this easy-manufacturable LCE/LM system. 

Apart from camouflage in stationary, a moving-camouflaging robot has also 

been designed that combines crawling robot equipped with needle tips as we 

discussed before and camouflage system painted black. The whole system is 

bonded just by some droplets of PDMS. At first, the crawling robot carrying 

camouflage system walks to black agaric from a long distance away. Then 

when it’s surrounded by the fungi, camouflage robot is actuated and deform 

itself to simulate the surroundings. Figure 4-3 displays the synergy of 

crawling robot and camouflage system. What’s more, by applying different 

amplitude of current, the deformation would vary and approach all kinds of 

fungi shape. The Figure 4-3 (A) shows the mobility of such system, the robot 

could walk in a specific direction from long distance away. Figure 4-3 (B) 

displays the reversible camouflage ability. Figure 4-3 (C) illustrates the idea 
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of crawling robot that integrated with needle tips underneath the body at a 

specific angle providing movement friction. Figure 4-3 (D) depicts the 

visualization of this whole system, some PDMS droplets (blue spot) is 

employed to bond the camouflage system (top) and crawling robot (bottom). 

Figure 4-3. Illustration of moving-camouflaging robot (A) Crawling robot carrying 

the camouflage system walks to black agaric from a long distance away. (B) 

Camouflage system blend into surroundings by actuating three LCE segments. (C) 

Configuration of crawling robot. (D) Methods to bond the camouflage system and 

crawling robot together. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a robust, simple way to deform designed robots reversibly is 

developed using LCE/LM system for its impressive large deformation and 

robustness. To be specific, shape changing achieved by LCE segments and 
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color changing accomplished by tunable pigments are employed to disguise 

the camouflage system as origami pentagons, sea plants and black agaric. 

The introduction of crawling robot grants legless camouflage system mobility 

to move towards specific orientation. In the future work, 3d printing of 

LCE/LM system will be preferred to improve its compatibility and 

adaptability in extreme harsh environment. We will also study and simulate 

more complex surface like chameleon and cephalopod skin deformation based 

on the foundation of LCE/LM system. 
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Chapter 5. Summary and Prospects 

5.1 Summary 

In this dissertation, applications of liquid crystalline elastomers (LCEs) have 

been explored with the introduction of solid flexible electronics (aluminum 

foil) and liquid metal (Gallium). Several soft robots have been developed 

simply and economically for a wide range of bio-simulation as inchworm 

movement, caterpillar grasping and moving, and camouflage phenomena in 

nature. The fabrication approaches and experimental setups in this 

dissertation find the possibility to realize accessible actuation for large 

controllable deformation of soft robots. The dissertation also sets down a 

profound significance in robust soft robots and inspiration of camouflage 

system. 

First, in chapter 2, the performance of LCE samples in different thickness 

under varied current input have been presented some conclusions are taken 

out that the maximum bending curvature is proportional to current input, 

Thickened robot impedes its movement in both responding time and 

maximum bending amplitude. Besides, two types of inchworm robot have 

been proposed, accessories such as sandpaper and 3d printed legs are 

equipped to move the robots, based on which, more methods to increase 

mobility will be inspired for the future. Then, in chapter 3, the development 

of LCE/LM system grants the soft robot extreme high robustness and 
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significantly improved flexibility. Gallium in liquid phase owns larger 

thermal and electrical conductivity which allows it to generate and conduct 

heat through the robot freely. Also, continuity of such heat stimulator is not 

worth considered for its liquid properties. At last, in chapter 4, camouflage 

phenomena in nature is studied, and based on reviewing of progression in 

this research field, several robots that could simulate surroundings have 

been proposed. Two most interesting points are introduction of tunable 

pigments and combination with crawling robots. Both methods show 

enhancements for legless camouflage robot that deforms only. 

 

5.2 Prospects 

LCE as a smart material shows great potential in soft robotics field for its 

significant reversible deformation upon external stimuli. The respond speed 

may not as fast as dielectric, hydraulic or pneumatic materials that rely on 

embedded actuators, however, the change in molecular chain structure 

expects the robot fabricated in micro even nanoscale which is impossible for 

those non-molecular level actuations. 

For future work, these goals will be on the top considerations: the first is to 

reduce wiring constraints which could affect absolute movement of robot. 

Alternative solutions could be like using a thinner and longer copper wire to 

conduct and different heater designs; the second is to develop 3d printing of 
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LCE or LCE/LM system to fabricate desired shape of soft robot, in this case, 

more complex robot that complete diverse missions especially in harsh 

environments will be compatible; the third is to employ the robot in varieties 

of jobs, such as grasping and holding grapes, eggs and even larger stuffs. In 

addition, if the microscopic fabrication is developed, drug delivery or organic 

surgery like cardiac transplant could be accomplished; the fourth goal is to 

develop its self-sensing reacting and bending/pressure detection, which 

provides the possibility for robot used in biological embedment to sense and 

collect signals from inside the human body. At last, to simulate more 

complicated camouflage phenomena in nature, the mechanism of 

morphological surface will be studied and discussed, accessible approaches 

will be brought up. 
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